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Abstract 

    Sleep is indispensable to keep healthy functions and further physical 
functions and it plays a fundamental role to improve the quality of life. 
However, in modern society, we have sacrificed sleep so much that living 
activities and economic interests are emphasized and more and more 
adults are suffering from disturbed sleep. Recently monitoring sleeping 
conditions has gained more interest, which is an important step to solve 
the sleeping problem and to improve sleep quality.   
    In sleep studies and evaluation the polysomnography (PSG) system 
represents the gold standard in the state of art. The patient has to 
hospitalized at least one night and measuring a lot of physiological signals 
such as, electroencephalogram (EEG), electrooculogram (EOG), 
electromyogram (EMG), respiration (RSP) and diagnose the sleep stage 
and apnea/hypopnea situation. Since many sensors are attached to the 
body, it is uncomfortable all-night laying down on the bed. Almost patients 
could not get sleeping well as usual in the home. Further, the medical 
checking cost is also very high. It make the most patient undergo 
unchecking. 
    Recently, various measuring systems and applications have been 
developed and marketed in order to simply monitor the sleeping state. 
These systems basically evaluate sleep stages by sensing and analyzing the 
body movements caused generated due to the respiration and heartbeat, 
the turning over in the bed etc. 
    Different from conventional study, this study is paying the main 
attention to respiratory ventilation state, by measuring and analyzing the 
respiratory sound in sleep with a wireless microphone. In this study, the 
breathing rhythm and the variation in amplitude are taken into account to 
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analyze sleep apnea syndrome and the sleeping stages. The sleep stage 
monitoring system and the detecting analytical method are developed and 
the aim of this study is to provide sleep measurement apparatus for 
general households that is superior in operability, performance, and cost. 
    This doctoral dissertation consists of 6 chapters. 

  In chapter 1, generalities and basics about sleep study are explained. 
The outline of the thesis is also given. 

  In chapter 2, the sleeping breath sound measurement system 
developed previously by our research group is described first. The 
possibility and the usefulness of detecting sleeping state and apnea state 
from respiratory sound waveform is demonstrated in detail. The 
measurement system consists of Bluetooth microphone, smartphone and 
analysis server. Sleeping breathing sound during sleeping is collected by 
the Bluetooth microphone and sent and saved to the smartphone in real 
time. The breath sound data stored on the smartphone is sent to the 
analysis server automatically at a given time intervals for analysis, record 
and management. 

  In chapter 3, in order to evaluate sleep stage, the breath strength,  
respiratory variation, breath period are defined  from the sleep breathing 
sound waveform as sleep evaluation parameters and the these parameters 
calculation algorithm are explained in detail. A simple algorithm 
multiplying these evaluation parameters by weighting coefficients is 
proposed to distinguish the four sleep stages. These weighting coefficients 
are determined by trial and error on many sleep data. In order to verify the 
effectiveness of the algorithm proposed in this research, the sleep 
experiments are conducted in combination with the commercial SleepScan 
made by TANITA. It is shown that the results of the four sleep stages 
(wake, REM, shallow sleep, deep sleep) detected by SleepScan are almost 
similar to the results obtained by the sleeping breath sound method 
proposed in this study. It is confirmed that the proposed measuring system 
and sleep stage evaluation method is useful and effective. 

    In chapter 4, in order to automatically determine sleep stages, a 
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support vector machine (SVM) classifying method is introduced. Firstly 

how to construct a sleep state database representing four sleep stages is 

describe. In order to construct the sleep state database corresponding to 

each sleep stage, the result of the sleep stage according to the weighting 

coefficient method as described in Chapter 3, the result obtained by using 

the SleepScan device, and the result estimated by observing the 

respiratory waveform, are considered integrally. Next, using the support 

vector machine (SVM) classifier learned based on the sleep state database, 

the sleep stage is predicted. As the sleep evaluation parameter, six 

characteristic parameters were adopted, the average values of respiratory 

strength, respiratory variation, and breath period proposed in Chapter 3 

and their deviation values. Similarly, compared with the results of 

TANITA's SleepScan device, it is succeeded in obtaining more accurate 

estimation results compared wi

contribution of these six characteristic parameters to the sleep stage 

estimation was examined and it was found that the average value of the 

respiratory period contributed most. 
  In chapter 5, a simple method based on the processing of breath sound 

signal for the detection of apnea episodes is explained. Measurement of 
SpO2 during whole night sleep was conducted together with the breath 
sound measurement at the same time. The value of SpO2 was found being 
strongly correlated with the respiratory variation presented in this study. 
This means that the respiration variation can be used to estimate arterial 
oxygen saturation. In this study, the apnea episodes are detected by 
calculating the difference between respiratory variation and its moving 
average of respiration variation. As the result it was demonstrated that the 
number of apnea episodes were detected almost perfectly comparing with 
the breath sound waveform. Furthermore, as an example, the clinical 
diagnosis result of an apnea syndrome patient is used for comparison. It is 
confirmed again the number of apnea episodes during the whole night, 
which is detected by the respiratory sound calculation, is almost in same 
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number. It can be said that the sleep state inspection system based on the 
breathing sound proposed in this research is in a level usable for clinical 
examination. 

  In Chapter 6, summary of this thesis and future work are described. 




























































































































































































